
 
 
WORLD RED CROSS DAY/ RED CRESCENT DAY: 8 MAY 2022 
 
World Red Cross Day/ World Crescent Day: 
World Red Cross Red Crescent Day is celebrated on 8 May each year. This date is the anniversary of the birth of 
Henry Dunant, who was born on 8 May 1828. He was the founder of International Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC) and the recipient of the first Nobel Peace Prize.  
 
Besides commemorating Dunant's birth anniversary, the day is also meant to celebrate the seven principles of the 
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement. The 1965 Vienna Proclamation of the Fundamental 
Principles of the Red Cross includes the following points: Humanity, Impartiality, Neutrality, Independence, 
Voluntary Service, Unity and Universality. 
 
 
NISTH EVENT HIGHLIGHT: GDAP 2022 
 

 

The NTU Global Digital Art Prize is back and now Open for 
submissions! 
 
Taking the form of a biennial competition, the Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore Global Digital Art Prize (NTU-
GDAP) is where artistry, technological innovations, and scientific 
interests collide. It recognises global artists, technologists, and 
scientists with extraordinary creativity in digitally mediated art, 
design, and cultural heritage. The Prize aims to nurture 
and catalyse the vast potential of creativity in digital art, culture, 
and technology to better the human condition. 
 
The theme for NTU-GDAP 2022 is Sustainable People, Inspiring 
Change. We seek creative projects at the intersections of science, 
technology, and art that contribute to building more equal, 
inclusive, and sustainable economies and societies to tackle the 
global challenges. 
 
NTU-GDAP 2022 is open to interdisciplinary teams of artists, 
technologists, engineers, scientists, researchers, students, and 
professionals worldwide. The best submissions will be invited to 
showcase at the exhibition in Singapore in December 2022, with 
logistics, insurance, installation costs, travel, and accommodation 
covered. Shortlisted teams will also be able to further develop 
their projects towards the final eligible to obtain financial and 
technical support from partnering research labs and centers at 
NTU. 
 

The deadline for submission is 2359hrs GMT+8 on 15 June 
2022.  
Visit https://blogs.ntu.edu.sg/gdap for details and submission. 

 

https://blogs.ntu.edu.sg/gdap


 

Science Breakthroughs of the Year 2022 – Deadline: 15 May 2022 
The Falling Walls Foundation supports scientists in sharing their 
knowledge and ground-breaking ideas with the wider society and 
helps science engage with audiences in innovative and impactful 
ways. The global search for the Science Breakthroughs of the Year 
2022 is now open. Please refer to the attached flyer for more 
information on this Global Call for Nominations and feel free to 
circulate this to your networks, and encourage active nominations 
of breakthroughs, outstanding science projects, and bright minds. 
More information: Here  

 

 

31 July – 3 Aug 2022 
World Cities Summit 202; Liveable and Sustainable Cities: 
Emerging Stronger, is an opportune platform to share best 
practices and innovative solutions for our cities to be more 
liveable, sustainable, and resilient.  Apart from our usual highlights 
- the Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize, WCS Mayors Forum, WCS 
Young Leaders Symposium and WCS Smart Cities Workshop, 
global, business, and thought leaders will discuss our theme 
through plenary sessions and tracks. 
More information: Here     

 
OTHER EVENTS 
 

 

17 - 21, October 2022; 9:00 AM – 10:00 AM (SGT) 
IEEE International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality 
(ISMAR) is the premier conference for Augmented Reality, Mixed 
Reality, and Virtual Reality. Every year, ISMAR attracts a large 
number of world leading researchers from both academia and 
industry. First time in Southeast Asia, the 21st ISMAR will be held 
here in Singapore. 
For more info, please contact Prof Yiyu Cai  
Conference website: Here 

 
mail us at nisth-events@ntu.edu.sg; Website: www.nisth.ntu.edu.sg  
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